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Elegant Mart Announces Arrival From the Sherry Couture Collection

Elegant Mart, an online boutique of high-end fashion gowns, has announced the arrival of a Celebutante
Dress from the popular Sherry Couture Collection.

Sept. 22, 2008 - PRLog -- North Hollywood, CA – Elegant Mart, an online boutique of high-end fashion
gowns, has announced the arrival of a Celebutante Dress from the popular Sherry Couture Collection. 

As fashion industry experts, Elegant Mart is committed to staying on the cutting edge of formal wear. They
are pleased to carry the newest in fashion from the Sherry Couture Collection. The Celebutante Dress is
perfect for the woman looking to feel like a star at her next formal affair.  

The unique design and attention to detail make this gown a stand out favorite. Women will feel beautiful,
and show off their fabulous fashion sense, when wearing this eye-catching Celebutante dress. Whether
coming or going, this dazzling dress will make a statement with the tonal designs at the waistline and
backless rear view with a dramatic train. 

Elegant Mart, a family owned business, is committed to bringing women only the best in designer dresses
at prices they can afford, all from the comfort of their home. 

“Today's busy woman relies on online resources to pay bills, communicate with loved ones and to purchase
important items,” observes the Elegant Mart management team. “At Elegant Mart, we pride ourselves in
giving women a convenient way to find an affordable gown to celebrate all of the important moments in
their lives.” 

Elegant Mart features a variety of high end, gorgeous dresses for prom, graduations, travel, birthday parties,
cocktail parties, weddings, evening wear, business events and formal occasions. Their extensive experience
in the fashion industry assures women that they are able to select from the best selection in gowns to make
them look fabulous. Additionally, most orders from Elegant Mart are delivered free of charge. Elegant
Mart’s website, http://www.elegantmart.com, provides easy and secure online shopping for their
consumers. 

The Sherry Couture Celebutante Dress will be available from Elegant Mart on November 1st, 2008. For
more information on Elegant Mart and their line of gowns, contact Jessica Burfield at Libra Design and
Media, 608-577-9337, or jessica@libradesignandmedia.com.

# # #

About Elegant Mart:

Elegant Mart features a variety of high end, gorgeous dresses for prom, graduations, travel, birthday parties,
cocktail parties, weddings, evening wear, business events and formal occasions. 

Our extensive experience in the fashion industry assures women that they are able to select from the best
selection in gowns to make them look fabulous. Additionally, most orders from Elegant Mart are delivered
free of charge. 

Elegant Mart’s website, http://www.elegantmart.com, provides easy and secure online shopping for our
consumers.
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